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The IoT creates a massive amount of data which needs to
be stored. The data can be stored on the cloud. Businesses
and individuals can access this data, analyse it and make
decisions based on the data. Some of these decisions are
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Compare infographics for different teams and suggest which
team is generating the most data.
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Describe how your team infographic could be used to help the
citizens of MyBigCity.
You could think about:
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✪ when using the devices you have identified in your infographic,

what personal data might be collected?

✪ if all the personal data was recorded, what sort of a picture, or

profile, of you could somebody create?
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Name one type
cyber security.

Provide clear
guidance on
e-safety with
a strong focus
throughout.

Reflect on the data that may be being collected about you.
Should you be able to prevent this happening?
How could the data help identify you online?
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